EQUIPMENT KIT CHECKLIST
PANASONIC AG-HVX200P KIT

OPERATION AND SAFETY:

ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVE DEVICE
The P2 cards are sensitive to Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). Take extreme care when handling to protect the gold contacts from static shock. ESD will destroy the P2 Cards! Do not store outside of camcorder! Do not pack loose inside case!

LINE VOLTAGE THRESHOLD
This camcorder can provide optional 48V Phantom-power for microphones. Do not engage Phantom-power in conjunction with battery-powered microphones! To do so will overload and damage the XLR jack!

FIREWIRE PROHIBITED
The Firewire port on this camcorder is not hot-swappable. Improper use of the Firewire port will result in permanent damage to both camcorder and connected device. Do not connect via the Firewire port! Use the Duel-Adapter provided for P2 Card data transfer.

PACKING AND STORAGE:

IMPROPERLY OR MESSILY PACKED KITS WILL RESULT IN A FINE!

IMPORTANT: The P2 Cards must be packed in the camcorder’s P2 Card Slots. Do not pack loose in the case! Make sure the P2 Card Slot Lid is closed for packing!

First, the Guidebook is packed underneath the camcorder, laying flat in the main compartment. Camcorder is packed on its side, lens facing to the right. Pack with LCD closed, screen facing in, and lens cap on to protect lens. Remove Li-Ion Battery for packing.

Wrap XLR Cable in broad, alternating loops, and bind with velcro-strap, fuzzy-side out. Tuck the XLR cable in between the camcorder and its top handle (see photo).

Wrap all Power Cables and Mini USB Cable in a figure-eight pattern, and bind with their velcro strap, fuzzy-side out.

Power cables, Mini USB Cable, Li-Ion battery and AC Adapter should be stored in their clear-vinyl zipper wallet, and packed in their foam slot as compactly as possible.

The included Shotgun Mic is packed on top of the clear-vinyl zipper wallet, with the stirrup tucked underneath. Pistol grip is stored in its foam groove.

Operating Manual is stored behind the lid foam. Do not pinch cables in case lid!

In the event of accident or mishap with this equipment, contact the F&DM Checkout Lab Specialist IMMEDIATELY: Phone (831) 459-4062 – Email fdmcheckout@ucsc.edu

IN THE EVENT OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY, DIAL 911.